INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Three-dimensional (3D) chromosomal architecture plays critical roles in mammalian gene regulation. One model explaining nuclear gene localization is the chromosomal territory-extrusion model (***CT-extrusion model***) ([@B1]). In this model, each chromosome occupies its own territory, mainly located at the nuclear periphery and genes located in their own chromosome's territory form silent heterochromatin. Activation of genes occurs through the internalization of genes into the nuclear center in concert with the conversion to euchromatin. Alternatively, other studies introduced a concept of nuclear subcompartments with specialized functions (***nuclear subcompartment model***) ([@B2],[@B3]). According to this model, the nucleus contains hundreds of transcription factories where active transcriptional machineries are focally enriched, while *Polycomb* repressive complex (PRC) proteins aggregate to form *Polycomb* bodies. It was shown that genes remain repressed when they are located within *Polycomb* bodies ([@B3],[@B4]) while localizing to the transcription factories when activated ([@B2],[@B5],[@B6]). However, it has long been overlooked that not only transcription factories ([@B2],[@B7]) but also *Polycomb* bodies ([@B3],[@B8],[@B9]) are mainly detected within the nuclear center, rather than the periphery. Therefore, in terms of location of inactive genes, the two models explaining chromosomal architectures, *CT-extrusion model* and *nuclear subcompartment model*, are mutually incompatible, and neither of them can explain the general localization behaviors of the all genes within the genome. In parallel, it is unclear which genes are inactivated by heterochromatin formation and which genes are repressed by PRC.

To resolve these contradictions, we performed a large-scale integrative data analysis, particularly focusing on the implications of CpG islands (CGIs) in 3D chromosomal architectures. CGIs, originally defined based on the sequence characteristics of high***-***GC contents and CpG-dinucleotide frequencies ([@B10]), have been recently recognized as hotspots for global gene regulation ([@B13]). In mammalian genome, ∼60% of genes have CGIs near their promoters (CGI+ genes) while the other 40% do not (CGI− genes) ([@B15],[@B16]). However, how CGI+ and CGI− genes are organized within nucleus has not been well understood.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Definition of CGI± and CGI− genes {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------------

CGI-containing (CGI+) and CGI-less (CGI−) genes were defined as follows. We used experimentally validated CGI elements identified by CxxC-affinity purification followed by parallel sequencing (CAP-seq) data ([@B17]). In detail, we listed CxxC-affinity purified regions in sperm, blood and cerebellum (both in mouse and human) with a general ChIP-seq data analysis pipeline (see ChIP-seq, DamID-seq, MeDIP-seq and DNaseI-seq data analysis section in 'Material and Methods' section), and identified non-tissue specific consensus CxxC-domain binding regions (listed in [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For gene classification, genes surrounded by consensus CxxC binding regions (within ± 500 bp of the TSSs) were considered to be CGI+ genes, while genes without surrounding consensus CxxC binding regions were defined as CGI− genes (listed in [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3D DNA-FISH (fluorescence *in situ* hybridization) {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------------------------------

Fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) was performed as previously described using the Oligopaint technique ([@B18]) with modifications for the identification of exact 3D location of target loci. Fluorescence labeled FISH probe libraries were designed as either ssDNA 36mers (ATTO-550, Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Movie S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or ssDNA 45mers (ATTO-550 and ATTO-488, Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and synthesized by MYcroarray (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). Cells grown adherently were suspended by trypsinization and fixed using 4% PFA. To avoid loss of cells during the solution exchange and washing steps, suspended cells were stained with trypan blue whenever necessary. Single locus detection (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was done with 20 pmol probes in hybridization cocktail with 2× saline-sodium citrate buffer with 0.1% tween-20 (SSCT), 50% formamide, 10% (w/v) dextran sulfate and 10 μg RNase A. The target region for the CGI− gene cluster (Myosin heavy chain cluster in Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was chr11:66,977,423--67,174,410 (n = 3,157), and the target region for the CGI+ cluster (Rbm24/Cap2 cluster in Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was chr13:46,483,276--46,661,642 (n = 2,798). On the other hand, multiple loci detection (Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, ∼20 000 oligo library, target regions are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was done with 200 pmol probes in 2× SSCT, 50% formamide, 30% (w/v) dextran sulfate and 10 μg RNase A. After staining, cells were washed and resuspended in anti-fade mounting medium, and 10 μl of the cell resuspension was dropped onto a glass slide and gently covered by an 18 × 18mm coverslip. Nuclei were imaged with Zeiss LSM 710 Confocal Microscope with Z-stacks. To determine localization, loci detected within 10% of the longest diameter from nucleus periphery in reconstituted 3D-view images (for example, see [Supplementary Movie S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were considered as peripheral loci, while the rest were considered to be located at the nuclear center.

Selection of high-quality H3K9me2/3 ChIP-seq data {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------------------------

One of the most critical issues in ChIP-seq data analyses of heterochromatin regions is the contamination of active genomic regions, such as the promoters of housekeeping genes, during the ChIP process ([@B19]), which form high false positive signals. To circumvent this issue, we assessed H3K9me2/3 ChIP-seq data qualities in the published ChIP-seq data repository. Available mouse H3K9me2/3 ChIP-seq data deposited at the GEO website were listed and downloaded at 25 October 2015 and 29 September 2017 (total 287 experiments). Among them, the experiments done with in-house generated antibodies (12 experiments), experiments lacking antibody information (12 experiments), the experiments without author-provided control experiments (input or mock ChIP; 35 experiments) were not used for the further analyses. The quality of the remaining 228 experiments was assessed by two criteria: high signal to noise ratio (SNR) ([@B16]) and low false positive signal in active genomic regions. First, to assess SNR, H3K9me2/3 peaks of each experiment were called using histone modified region identification pipeline ('--nomodel --nolambda' option in MACS 1.4.2) using the High Performance Parallel Computing system (Texas Advanced Computing Center, the University of Texas at Austin). To monitor the background level, an SNR was calculated from duplicate read filtered bedGraph files generated by MACS 1.4.2 for each ChIP-seq data. After filtering out all high background data with a stringent filtering criterion of SNR 0.1, a total of 93 H3K9me2/3 ChIP-seq data were used for the further assessments. Second, to assess the false positive signal, the promoters of housekeeping genes were identified and used as the representative active genomic regions. For this, the 1524 pA+ RNA-seq profile (see RNA-seq data analysis in 'Materials and Methods' section; [Supplementary Figure S6 and Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was clustered with K-means clustering algorithm and 2442 genes that were active in all samples were identified, and the average H3K9me2/3 signal within the ± 500bp from the TSSs was calculated. For the reliable heterochromatin regions, Giemsa positive bands (gpos100 and gpos66) were used. As expected, a large portion of the experiments were contaminated with active genomic regions, and experiments whose average signal in Giemsa positive bands were at least threefold higher than the average signal in active regions were selected (39 experiments) and used for the further analyses shown in the examples of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Gene frequency analyses in human G bands and isochores {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------------------------------

For gene frequency analyses with regard to G bands ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), human (hg19) cytoband lists were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser Database website (<http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/database/>). Isochore lists were downloaded from the IsoFinder website ([@B20]) (<http://bioinfo2.ugr.es:8080/isochores/human-isochores/>).

Gene homology analysis (BLAST) {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------

To measure the level of homologies between neighboring gene pairs in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we performed BLAST analysis using whole protein coding genes in the mouse genome. Since the BLAST *E*-values are sensitive to the target database size, we fixed the database to all proteins in the mouse genome and performed NxN BLASTP analysis using each single protein as query. Neighboring gene pairs with an *E*-value less than 1E-10 were considered homologous pairs.

![Non-random linear separation of CGI+ and CGI− genes in the genome and juxtaposition of CGI− homologs. (**A**) Examples of CGI+ (black) and CGI− (red) gene arrangements in the mouse genome. Homologous genes that co-cluster together are indicated by red brackets. (**B**) Gene order randomness test (Runs test) of CGI+/CGI− genes in the mouse genome (right). Box plots show expected transition from random gene shuffling. Left panel shows schematic representation of the Runs test (top), examples of randomly arranged genes and well-organized genes (bottom). (**C**) Neighboring gene homology test between all neighboring CGI+ (black) and CGI− (red) gene pairs. Gene pairs are sorted by *E*-value in ascending manner.](gky147fig1){#F1}

Cell cultures {#SEC2-6}
-------------

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and C2C12 myoblasts were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; GIBCO) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO). For myotube differentiation of C2C12 myoblasts, cells were grown to high confluence and then the media was switched to DMEM supplemented with 2% donor equine serum (HyClone) and 1 μM insulin (Sigma-Aldrich).

ChIP-seq, DamID-seq, MeDIP-seq and DNaseI-seq data analysis {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------

ChIP-seq, DamID-seq, MeDIP-seq and DNaseI-seq data were downloaded from sequence read archive (SRA) from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. FASTQ files were extracted with the SRA Toolkit version 2.5.5 and aligned using Bowtie 2.2.5 to the mouse genome (mm9, NCBI Build 37). To identify CTCF binding sites in mESC, CxxC binding regions for defining CGI+ and CGI− genes (see 'Definition of CGI+ and CGI− genes' in 'Material and Methods' section) and transcription factor (TF) binding sites (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), model-based analysis for the ChIP-seq peak caller (MACS 1.4.2) ([@B21]) was used with a *P*-value cutoff of 1E-5. TF binding target genes were defined as genes with the TF binding within ±2 Kb of the TSS. Signal based analyses were done using duplicate filtered read pileup bedGraph files made from MACS 1.4.2. In order to summarize the ChIP signal enrichment over controls, the background subtracted bedGraph files with log likelihood ratios were made using MACS2 version 2.1.1 with 'bdgcmp -m logLR' command. For the data without control experiments (5me-C, DNaseI), the total area under the signal curve from bedGraph file was normalized to be one billion (1 × 10^9^).

RNA-seq analysis {#SEC2-8}
----------------

RNA-seq data were downloaded from SRA. FASTQ files were aligned to the mouse genome (mm9, NCBI Build 37) using STAR version 2.4.2 ([@B22]). Gene expression was calculated as RPKM values using rpkmforgenes.py ([@B23]). Because the ranges of RPKM values span over three orders of magnitude and tend to give high random multiplicative error in high expression values, expression values were converted into log~10~ scale (log~10~(RPKM+1)) for graphical summarization. For a unified gene expression profile of diverse tissues and cell lines shown in [Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, all available mouse poly-A positive RNA-seq data (3818 samples) were summarized and downloaded on 5 May 2015. The measurement of gene expression of these samples was done using high-performance parallel computing system (Texas Advanced Computing Center, the University of Texas at Austin). Among the 3,818 samples, excluding single cell RNA-seq or experiments whose expression verified gene counts are small (less than 5,000 genes with RPKM 0.5 or higher), 1,524 high quality RNA-seq data were used. The gene expression profile was summarized as log10 scale (log~10~(RPKM+1)) and neighboring gene expression similarities were monitored by calculating Pearson Correlation Coefficients. Manually curated sample information was summarized in [Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and the expression profile was deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (accession number GSE80797).

Microarray analysis {#SEC2-9}
-------------------

As a unified gene expression profile of diverse tissues and cell lines shown in [Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, microarray data from GNF (Genomics Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation) Mouse Gene Atlas V3 (GSE10246) ([@B24]) were used. To precisely monitor expression values, raw data files (.cel files) were background corrected and normalized with GC Robust Multi-array Average expression measure using sequence information (GCRMA) ([@B25]) methods to minimize the background signal originating from probe sequence or high GC content. For genes with multiple probe sets, only probes with maximal signal were used for further analyses. For the expression data shown in Figure [3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, downloaded .cel files were normalized with the Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) ([@B26]) method.

ChIA-PET, Hi-C, Repli-chip data analysis {#SEC2-10}
----------------------------------------

For ChIA-PET data analysis (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the long-range chromatin interaction lists detected in HeLa, HCT116, K562, and MCF7 cells ([@B27]) were downloaded from ENCODE website. CGI+ and CGI− genes were sorted by expression level and binned into every 100 genes. Average detected count of long-range interactions within ±3 Kb from the TSSs was measured.

For inter-chromosomal interaction frequency analysis using Hi-C in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, aligned read pairs were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; GSE35156). Among the reads, the pairs matching with the CGI+ or CGI− gene clusters at both ends were filtered, and the inter-chromosomal interaction counts between gene clusters were normalized with restriction enzyme site count (HindIII, NcoI) within gene clusters. For Hi-C PCA analysis in [Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, 'runHiCpca.pl' was used in the HOMER (Hypergeometric Optimization of Motif EnRichment) program suite ([@B28]). For gene count analysis with regards to topologically associated domain (TAD) in Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, TAD lists determined in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells were downloaded and used ([@B29]).

For replication timing analysis in [Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Repli-chip wavelet-smoothed signal data ([@B30]) were downloaded from ENCODE website. For each CGI+ and CGI− gene clusters, average replication timing values (log~2~\[early S phase signal/late S phase signal\]) were calculated.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Non-random arrangement of CGI+ and CGI− genes {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------

We first focused on the arrangements of CGI+ and CGI− genes in chromosomes. Since modern genome sequences are the cumulative outcome of a series of chromosomal rearrangement events throughout generations ([@B31]), we speculated that the current gene arrangements may expose important information about the environments to which each gene has been exposed ([@B32]). One apparent pattern we observed from the visual inspection of the mouse genome was the non-random linear separation of CGI+ and CGI− genes: multiple CGI+ genes are co-clustered together, while CGI− genes are also gathered separately in other regions (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To further test whether this pattern is prevalent in the mammalian genome, we performed an order randomness test (Runs Test) ([@B33]) by simplifying gene arrangements in each chromosome into binarized gene orders (CGI+ or CGI−; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, we found significant linear separations of CGI+ or CGI− genes in all mouse and most human chromosomes (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; see also [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We additionally observed that homologous CGI− genes, presumably formed by local gene duplication, are often clustered together (Trem/Serpin gene clusters in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), while CGI+ genes are not. By assessing the homology between neighboring gene pairs (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we found that more than half (56.4%) of all CGI− neighboring gene pairs are highly homologous (BLAST *E*-value \< 1E-10), while only 3.7% of CGI+ gene pairs are homologous. Notably, the local gene duplication patterns ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) can be sequestered by chromosomal translocations ([@B31],[@B34]), frequently occurring among spatially proximal regions ([@B32],[@B35]). Therefore, our findings imply that CGI+ and CGI− gene classes are located within totally different nuclear environments: CGI+ genes might be spatially proximate to each other and encounter relatively frequent chromosomal contacts leading to subsequent rearrangements, while CGI− genes might be spatially segregated from CGI+ genes and experience fewer chromosomal interactions.

Effects of CGIs on chromatin status {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------

To understand the localization behaviors of CGI+ and CGI− genes, we thoroughly investigated chromatin status using datasets generated from mouse ES cells ([@B16],[@B36]). As shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, promoters with CGI elements are occupied by KDM2A, a CxxC domain-containing protein, regardless of associated gene activities. As we previously reported, the occupancy patterns of MYC or PRC class DNA-binding proteins are also confined to CGI+ genes ([@B16]). Accordingly, CGI+ promoters constantly remain unmethylated (5me-C) and sustain chromatin accessibility to some degree (DNaseI), even when genes are repressed by PRC factors. Since TF occupancy, CpG hypomethylation, and chromatin accessibility are hallmarks of euchromatin ([@B39]), these results evidently illustrate that CGI+ genes are generally associated with euchromatin.

![Spatial segregation of CGI+ and CGI− genes. (**A**) CGI-centered regulation mechanisms in CGI+ genes, and (**B**) heterochromatin features in CGI− genes. All protein coding genes are sorted by their expression values (left blue line plot), and the genomic landscape of promoter surrounding regions are shown. (**C**) CGI-guided chromosomal architecture model. (**D**) Association of peripheral nuclear lamina (LMNB1) with silent CGI− genes, but not CGI+ genes. (**E**) Localization of single CGI+ (or CGI−) gene cluster in fibroblasts and myotubes, and (**F**) multiple silent CGI+/CGI− gene clusters in fibroblasts (eight clusters each) determined by 3D FISH. Percentages of gene loci located in the nuclear center compared to the periphery in each cell are shown in bottom right. *P*-values: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Scale bar: 5 μm. Error bars show S.E.M.](gky147fig2){#F2}

On the other hand, the promoters of CGI− genes are generally methylated (5me-C) and inaccessible (DNaseI). To test whether these genes form heterochromatin, we additionally monitored H3K9me2/3 signals, which are representative heterochromatin signatures, and the occupancy of SUV39H1, an H3K9 specific methyltransferase, using systematically selected high-quality ChIP-seq data attained from multiple mouse samples ('Materials and Methods' section) ([@B40]). The results revealed that the surrounding regions of silent CGI− promoters are largely associated with heterochromatin signatures compared to active CGI− genes (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that CGI− genes are associated with heterochromatin, and can be converted to euchromatin upon activation. Importantly, CGI+ genes show largely depleted H3K9me2/3 and SUV39H1 signals regardless of their activities. These data clarify that PRC suppresses CGI+ gene expression while CGI− genes are inactivated by heterochromatin formation.

Spatial segregation of CGI+ and CGI− genes in the nucleus {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------

Based on our findings along with prior observations that the heterochromatin is located at the nuclear periphery while euchromatin is located at the core of the nucleus ([@B46]), we hypothesized that CGI+ and CGI− genes are spatially segregated within the nucleus and propose a revised model for nuclear gene localizations (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In our model, CGI+ genes stay within the nuclear center regardless of their activities, co-localizing with either transcription factories or *Polycomb* bodies depending on their activities as explained in the *nuclear subcompartment model*. On the other hand, generally silent CGI− genes are positioned at the nuclear periphery, forming heterochromatin. Upon activation, they extrude into the nuclear center and form euchromatin, which fits into the *CT-extrusion model*.

To test our revised model, we examined chromosomal association with nuclear peripheral lamina ([@B47]) by assessing the association of lamin B1 (LMNB1) at the surrounding regions of CGI+ and CGI− promoters using published DamID-seq data ([@B48]). LMNB1 preferentially occupies the surrounding regions of silent CGI− promoters, suggesting that silent CGI− genes are located at the lamina-associated nuclear periphery (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The results also imply that active CGI− genes without LMNB1 association are located distantly from the nuclear periphery, and this fits into the *CT-extrusion model*. Notably, LMNB1 association is clearly depleted near almost all CGI+ gene promoters regardless of gene activities, implying their consistent localization at the nuclear center area as explained in the *nuclear subcompartment model*.

We further experimentally validated our model by performing FISH, mapping the nuclear position of CGI+ and CGI− gene clusters that are inactive in fibroblasts, but active in myotubes. As shown in Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (for 3D view, [Supplementary Movie S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the silent CGI− gene cluster was mainly detected at the nuclear periphery of fibroblasts, but at the nuclear center in myotubes. On the other hand, the CGI+ gene cluster was mostly found at the nuclear center in both fibroblasts and myotubes. We then monitored multiple gene clusters collectively using Oligopaint techniques ([@B18]). As the most important differences expected are localization behaviors between inactive CGI+ and CGI− genes (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; center and periphery, respectively), we designed FISH probes targeting multiple CGI+ and CGI− gene clusters that are inactive in fibroblasts (eight clusters each; [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we confirmed that silent CGI− gene clusters are generally located at the nuclear periphery, while inactive CGI+ gene clusters reside mainly at the nuclear center, clearly supporting our model of CGI-dependent spatial gene segregation (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

CGI and transcriptional regulation mechanisms {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------

We further questioned whether the different localization patterns of CGI+ and CGI− genes would resolve the discrepancy among the proposed models explaining transcriptional regulation mechanisms (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The most widely accepted transcriptional regulation mechanisms is the ***local enhancer-loop model*** proposed almost three decades ago ([@B49]), where enhancers occupied by TFs communicate with nearby promoters via chromosomal looping for gene activation. In this model, the expression levels of the target genes associated with a specific TF are expected to be directly affected by perturbation of the TF. However, TF target genes often do not show expected expression changes upon TF perturbations ([@B50]). Alternatively, recent high-throughput chromatin interaction analyses have revealed most enhancers are associated with promoters beyond the nearest ones, and multiple enhancers and promoters form complex 3D long-range interaction networks (***3D long-range interaction network model***) ([@B51]). This new model explains the inconsistencies between TF targets and expression changes upon perturbations of the TFs ([@B50]). Nevertheless, considering that the conventional *local enhancer-loop model* has been also supported by multiple examples ([@B52]), each model seems to explain the regulation of only limited sets of genes.

![Transcriptional regulation mechanisms of CGI+ and CGI− genes. (**A**) CGI-guided models for mammalian transcriptional regulation mechanisms. (**B**) Higher frequency of Pol II-mediated chromosomal long-range interactions in CGI+ genes compared to CGI− genes. Genes were sorted by expression level and binned into every 100 genes, and average expression and normalized long-range interaction count of bins are shown. (**C**) Frequency of inter-chromosomal interactions in CGI+ and CGI− gene clusters ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; sorted by their median expression) determined by mouse ES cell Hi-C data. Normalized total detected inter-chromosomal interaction counts in cluster groups are shown in right. \*\*\**P* \< 0.0001 from Wilcoxon signed-rank test. (**D**) CGI+ and CGI− gene frequencies as well as CTCF binding frequencies with regards to TAD structures. (**E** and **F**) TF binding target gene expression analysis upon TF perturbation. In each line plot, target genes are sorted by expression level. *P*-values are calculated from Kolmogorov--Smirnov tests.](gky147fig3){#F3}

To test whether our finding of CGI-mediated gene segregation would explain the discrepancy between models, we measured the long-range interaction frequencies from surrounding regions of the CGI+ and CGI− gene promoters using Pol II ChIA-PET data ([@B27]). As shown in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, CGI+ genes encounter more frequent long-range interactions than CGI− genes with similar activities (see also [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that nuclear central CGI+ genes are more strongly involved in Pol II-mediated chromosomal long-range interactions compared to CGI− genes, which are generally condensed as heterochromatin. We additionally monitored the relative frequencies of inter-chromosomal interactions using Hi-C data obtained from mouse ES cells ([@B29]). As shown in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, CGI+ gene clusters show significantly higher frequencies of inter-chromosomal interactions than CGI− gene clusters. Surprisingly, the gene expression levels of the CGI+ gene clusters did not show any strong correlation with the inter-chromosomal interaction frequencies (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, right box plot), suggesting that not only active, but also inactive CGI+ genes encounter frequent chromosomal long-range interactions, presumably mediated by *Polycomb* bodies ([@B3],[@B4]).

We then questioned whether our observations of frequent long-range interactions among CGI+ genes agree with the structures formed by local genome entanglement: TADs defined from Hi-C data analysis ([@B29]). To delineate the relationship between local topological structures and CGIs, we investigated the location of CGI+ and CGI− genes with regards to the TADs. As shown in Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, CGI+ genes, but not CGI− genes, are largely enriched at each end of TADs (6.2-fold more than at the center of TADs). As a result, about 23.2% of total CGI+ genes are detected at the inter-TAD regions or the end of TADs (\<20 Kb from the ends of TADs; 13.9% for CGI− genes). This is similar with the binding frequency of CTCF (3.5-fold more than at the center of TADs), which is also known to be involved in the chromosomal long-range interactions and responsible for the physical separation of chromosomal domains ([@B29],[@B55]). These data show that the chromosomal long-range interactions of CGI+ genes strongly influence local genome structures, similarly to CTCF bindings.

Since CGI− genes are not highly involved in long-range chromosomal interactions (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), we speculated that CGI− genes would be more dependent on the local enhancer-mediated regulations. We compared the ChIP-seq and the target gene expression data upon TF removal or induction. Although the majority of targets for each TF are CGI+ genes, not CGI− genes, the depletion or induction of each TF did not significantly affect the global expression levels of the CGI+ target genes (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, CGI− target genes, which constitute only a minor portion of the total targets of the TF, showed significant changes in gene expression upon depletion or induction of the TF. Thus, CGI− genes respond more strongly to TF perturbation than CGI+ genes. Altogether, our findings strongly suggest that *3D long-range interaction network model* explains the regulatory mode of CGI+ genes, while the regulation of CGI− genes fit squarely into *local enhancer-loop model* (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this study, we reveal CGI+ and CGI− genes are organized as separated clusters within the genome, and further show CGI-dependent chromatin architectures and CGI-associated global gene regulatory modes. Notably, our findings can explain the prior discrepancies among multiple models describing chromosomal architectures and transcriptional regulation as summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. These distinctions highlight the critical implications of CGIs on gene regulation which has never been clearly elucidated before.

###### Summary of CGI-dependent chromosomal architectures and gene regulations

                                     CGI− genes                                                         CGI+ genes
  ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------
  Gene regulation                    *Local enhancer-loop model*                                        *3D long-range interaction network model*
  Chromatin status                   Heterochromatin---Euchromatin                                      Euchromatin
  Chromosomal architectures          *Chromosomal territory (CT)-extrusion model*                       *Nuclear subcompartment model*
  Default gene location in nucleus   Nuclear periphery (extruded into the center when activated)        Nuclear center (regardless of the gene activity)
  Dimension of regulation^a^         Linear local regulation                                            3D spatial regulation
  Nuclear landscape model^b^         *Chromosomal territory-interchromatin compartment (CT-IC) model*   *Interchromatin network (ICN) model*

^a^See also [Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

^b^Discussed in [Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Genome-wide linear organization of CGI+ and CGI− genes seems to be optimal for the cost-effective gene regulation. It is reasonable to speculate that the co-clustering patterns of CGI+ or CGI− genes (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are beneficial for efficient spatial segregation (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which in turn allows differential regulation without mutual interferences (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The co-clustering patterns (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the similar directionality ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of the neighboring CGI− genes also seem advantageous for simultaneous tissue or stage-specific activation ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of the multiple CGI− genes with similar function (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, the key components of CGI-mediated dual mode gene regulation, PRC and heterochromatin-mediated repression mechanisms, are universally observed in a broad range of eukaryotes even in the species without CGIs ([@B15],[@B39],[@B56],[@B57]). Therefore, it will be imperative to test whether there are distinct modes of gene regulation mediated by specific DNA elements corresponding to the mammalian CGIs in other eukaryotes.
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